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LIST OF CONTENTS
:: Figures Included ::
Glaive
Polearm
● Shield
●
●

:: Materials ::
●
●
●
●
●

Bane (green/brown/gold metal)
Ember (Red/Russet With copper metal)
Ether (Purple/Grey with silver metal)
Nimbus (teal/Tan with bronze metal)
Umbra (blue/black with pewter metal)

:: Utility MATS/Utility Presets::
●
●

Polearm – Spear Mode and Polearm Mode
Glaive – Single and Double Glaive Mode

:: Poses ::
10 Sentinel Poses (Spear mode and Shield)
● 10 Imperial Poses (Polearm two-handed)
● 10 Revenant Poses (Glaive dual wield)
● Poses control Loin cloth and hair of main set
●

INSTRUCTIONS
:: Using rogue element Arsenal::

Once again, I have done an arsenal... much like hex arcanum. You will find these weapons in Genesis 3
female/clothing/damage inc/rogue element (along with the clothing files if you own the main set) The
weapons will be last in the list. When you load them, it will pose the hand properly for the grip... but be
sure to have genesis selected first.
Lets go over each piece included:
Glaive: The first weapon is a glaive. Its actually a dual glaive, as glaives are typically a short sword
with one blade - this has one on each side. But this can also go single glaive mode via a morph that's
included under styles in the parameters tab. This also gets used in a dual wield fashion, using both
hands (though, I suppose you could wield just one if you want to) The glaive has no Lion, as such a thing
would be completely lost on this weapons design, but it does tie into the main outfit with the diamond
shaped jewels.
Polearm: This is a polearm... which is a staff with a blade attached. But this polearm is tricky, too, much
like the glaive. It morphs into a spear, making two weapons in one (you will find this morph in styles, on
the parameters tab) It could also be used as an axe if you were to hide the blade and leave the flanges,
though its not an official style (as an axe would have a re-bar of sorts across it to reinforce the blades,
and they'd be differently shaped to boot... but maybe as a stylistic one) There is also a Lion roaring on
the front facing side, which matches the shield. This is because they were designed to be used in tandem
(even though you can wield the polearm alone)
Shield: There is also a shield, with a Lion's roaring head on it (a psychological war tactic that was used
to scare enemies) The shield also has left and right hand parents included, but its important to note
that the right side is actually a mirrored version of the left. Because of the handles positioning, it had
to be done this way to work with genesis' hands. So you wont be able to use the left shield in the right
hand.
To load any weapon, you must first select genesis (so the parents will take hold)

Materials:

This set also has materials which match the materials of the main set.
You will find the materials in the arsenal folder, in the mix and match folder. The materials for
the weapons are parted out so you can mix and match elements (such as inner color, metal and
jewels/glowing Lion eyes) But there are also full materials for both worn and shiny versions.
There are 5 colors listed below:
Nimbus – Teal and bronze metal
Ember – Red and Copper Metal
Bane – Green and Gold Metal
Umbra – Blue and Silver Metal.
Ether – Purple and Pewter Metal
These thumbnails are also color coded to cut down on confusion when using them, just like the
main set's... so you will be able to look at the thumbnail and see what color you are loading for
each weapon.
There are also utility presets, which install into the utility mats folder. Among them are: one for
the glaive (which turns it into a single glaive, as well as back to dual ) and one for the polearm
which turns it into a spear and back to polearm. These are done via morphs, but the presets are
also included to quickly turn them on and off, rather than having to hunt for the dial. They will
work on either hand, but make sure you have the weapon loaded and selected before clicking them.

Much like the main set, the weapons also have material sets. This won't benefit everyone, as only
those who wish to make different mats... but it makes an easier work out of doing so.

Poses:

The set would not be complete without poses, which are located in the poses folder in with the
clothing.
The arsenal includes 30 poses (40 in all, if you own the main set) which are intended for each
weapon included (each one has a set of 10) It is important to note which weapon side (left or
right) to use with its respective pose, as using the opposite parent will not pose properly (the
thumbnails are labeled to make it easier) But for quick reference, Left always comes first, then
right (1-5 are Left, 6-10 are Right) The glaive poses are dual wield, so it doesn't matter here, as you
will have both loaded anyhow. Even if you were to opt to load only one, it will still work. The
sentinel will use both polearm (in spear mode) and the shield, but it defers to the shield here (1-5 is
Left, 6-10 is Right)
As mentioned in the weapons section, the weapons have morphs. These are intentionally saved as
pose control type morphs, so that the poses will account for them automatically. When you click
them.
The three sets of poses are:
Sentinel Poses: The polearm In spear mode and the shield are featured in this set of poses. No need
to dial the spear mode morph in, as the poses will do this for you. You can always opt to zero it
and use it in polearm mode, but you will have to do so any time you use this group of poses.
Imperial Poses: Then the polearm is featured by itself in one set of poses. These are intended to be in
polearm fashion, but can be used in spear mode. The only caveat, is that you will have to dial that
morph in after applying any of these poses, as the poses will zero it.
Revenant Poses: Finally the glaive, has its own set and as mentioned, are all dual wield. You can
choose single wield, and the poses will still work. You can also choose to use the single glaive
morph (so you have a short sword instead) but much like the polearm, you will have to dial it in
after applying any of these poses, as in their default state they will zero that morph.
The poses also account for the loin cloth, armor and the hair of the main set, so they will
properly pose with each pose, giving you dynamic movement. Along with that, they will properly
align the weapons to be front facing, so the Lion shows (at least in most cases, where it was
feasible)

other notes & requirements :

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures and
add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
Textures are 2048x2048

promotional credits:
● Mirados and Tears of Doom by Danie and Marforno
● War Bird Wings and phantoms II by me
● Minotaur @ DAZ
● Wolf by Alessandro_mastonardi
● fuzzy LIon by alessandro_mastonardi
● Big cat 2 @ DAZ
● Sky backgrounds by didi_mc

:: quick reference troubleshooting ::
• No known issues.

For further details on using the set, please see each section in this pdf.

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

